Traffic Information

This conference will be held at Hi Chance (Dalian) Science & Technology Center. The Hi Chance Center is located near the south gate of the Dalian Maritime University. Participants can arrive by following ways:

1. **Dalian Zhoushuizi International Airport**

   Taking Metro line 2 from the Airport Atation to Xi’an Road Station and transfer to Metro line 1 to Dalian Maritime University Station, then you will arrive the Hi Chance Center. The toll is about 4 yuan.

   Taking taxi directly from airport to the Hi Chance center, the cost is about 40 yuan.

Figure 1: Taking Metro from airport to Hi Chance Center
2 Dalian Railway Station

From Dalian Railway Station, walk to Dalian Railway Station Bus Station, take bus No.531 and get off at Sunrise Shopping Center Station.

Or from Dalian Railway Station, walk to Qingniwa Bridge Metro Station take Metro line 2 to Xi’an Road Station and transfer to Metro line 1 to Dalian Maritime University Station.

Taking taxi directly from Dalian Railway Station to the Hi Chance center, the cost is about RMB 30 yuan.

Figure 2: Taking No.531 bus to Hi Chance Center

Figure 3: Taking Metro to Hi Chance Center
3 Dalian North Railway Station

Taking Metro line 1 from Dalian North Railway Station and get off at Dalian Maritime University Station. The cost is about RMB 5 yuan. Taking taxi directly from Dalian North Railway Station to the Hi Chance center, the cost is about RMB 51 yuan.

Figure 4: Taking Metro to Hi Chance Center
4 Hi Chance (Dalian) Science & Technology Center

Figure 5: Hi Chance (Dalian) Science & Technology Center

Figure 6: Hi Chance (Dalian) Science & Technology Center